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Abstract
Modern Monetary Theory (MMT) is a heterodox macroeconomic lens that recontextualizes the
role of monetary and fiscal policy in sovereign governments that borrow and issue national debt
in their own monetary instrument. It MMT thus describes the practical uses of fiat currency in a
public monopoly on money by a government with currency-sovereignty. MMT has gained
increasing “currency” in recent years as progressive political parties discuss the “costs” involved
in ambitious projects to develop their societies; but has gained an even larger audience since the
spread of the Covid19 pandemic, with massive liquidity being pumped into monetary systems of
the First World to grapple with the global health crisis. MMT’s interesting outlook on inflation,
interest rates, government spending, deficits, and debt require the careful attention of a wider
public. As such, this working paper offers a simple and general introduction to MMT.
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Author’s note: MMT constitutes a complex set of discussions with a shared ethos and certain common
features: an accounting identity, a neo-chartalist view of money & credit, a view on monetary operations,
and certain policy recommendations. Given the diversity of details in the various viewpoints that together
comprise MMT, this working paper can only hope to do partial justice to the field. This is all the more true
given the continually evolving nature of MMT’s debates, and their increasing interest in policy circles in the
First World. Yet covering the rigor of the MMT domain more fully would require much more room than
would be permissible in the pages of a working paper. For this reason, suggested readings are mentioned
in the introductory section. It is also worth mentioning that I am neither a proponent nor opponent of MMT,
but I do see value in discussing its arguments in both a post-2008 GFC crisis context as well as a Covid19
context.

Introduction
Modern Monetary Theory (MMT) is a macroeconomic lens that recontextualizes the role of fiscal
policy and its supposed constraints through the calculus of money issued by sovereign
governments that borrow and issue national debt in their own currency. MMT thus describes the
practical uses of fiat currency in a public monopoly on money by a sovereign monetary authority,
and is based on the notion of functional finance,1 in that governments should set whatever fiscal
positions are consistent with price stability and full employment, irrespective of debt/deficit
levels. As such, there is no financial constraint on fiscal policy in MMT. Its adherents apply an
interesting aphorism that, “to understand MMT, understand why the banker in Monopoly [board
game] can never run out of money,”2 (Mitchell et al., 2019). MMT has gained increasing
“currency” in recent years as progressive political parties discuss the “costs” involved in
ambitious projects to develop their societies, such as the Green New Deal (GND) proposed by US
Democrats.3 Yet MMT has gained an even larger audience since the spread of the Covid19
pandemic, with massive liquidity being pumped into monetary systems of the First World to
grapple with the global health crisis. MMT’s interesting outlook on inflation, money supply,
deficits, and debt require the careful attention of a wider public.
As such, this working paper offers a simple and general introduction to MMT. Its structure is as
follows: the remainder of this introductory section will highlight some important texts for scholars
to consider in informing their enquiry in fuller detail. The next section, lying at the crux of this
working paper, is a discussion of the precepts of MMT in a deliberately simplified language. The
following section will discuss some criticisms of MMT, particularly from orthodox high-priests of
economics. Thereafter, certain implications of MMT are discussed, not just where they are
applicable (in strong sovereign currency-issuing monetary authorities), but also where they are
not (the developing world or dependent and less-sovereign authorities). This will lead to the
starkest claim regarding MMT: that it is a theory of empire. A final section examines MMT going
forward, anticipating a very wide appeal of MMT in policy circles and political-economy decisionmaking bodies in the next few decades, noting the natural spark that the pandemic of Covid19
has triggered, but which shall last in the years to come.
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The most useful textbook analysis of MMT is the recent work of Mitchell, Wray and Watts,4 which
provides a rich and multifaceted explanation of the major sub-debates within MMT and how they
may be synthesized towards the larger theory of MMT. An earlier tome which considered the
importance of going past the Keynesian-Monetarist dichotomy after the abolition of the Gold
Standard is Visser’s 1991 textbook, although the hindsight of the past thirty years does much to
corroborate his discussion on inflation and the money supply.5 For a general introduction, it is
also particularly useful to consider the summation of MMT by Ehnts,6 in particular because it
structures the discussion of MMT in a sequentially-logical manner. It begins with the question the
substance and purposes of economic activity before discussing the constituent parts of money
and credit, including sequentially: debt and balance sheets, the creation of bank deposits, the
instruments of a central bank, the creation of sovereign securities, the sustainability of the
financial system, and inflation/deflation. It then offers a macroeconomic model focused on the
eurozone.
There are also useful works that situate MMT’s concepts in the work and lexicon of earlier
thinkers and schools of thought. Tsiang’s work is important in situating the MMT approach in the
lexicon of monetarists,7 while Nesiba’s is important in comparing MMT with post-Keynesian
thought.8 Alvarez and Bignon explain MMT in terms of the contrast between Leon Walras and
Menger, which helps ground the question of the origin of modern money in existing debates.9
Cesarano situates the enlightenment philosopher David Hume’s ideas in MMT.10 In terms of the
policy proposal implications by the US Democratic party, Stephanie Kelton (née Bell), who is also
an economic adviser to Sen. Bernie Sanders, provides interesting MMT perspectives vis-à-vis
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deficits, spending, and money supply.1112 Kurihara also provides useful commentary on public
policy implications.13 These readings supplement the general discussion presented in the
following sections.

The Precepts of MMT
MMT scholarship (as enumerated above), tends to have several moving parts to the discourse,
and its explanations often offer: (1) a theory of money (a form of chartalism),14 (2) a discussion of
monetary operations as they are performed today,15 (3) a discussion of the mechanics behind
national income accounting, (4) certain public policy or political programs (e.g. a job
guarantee)16, and oftentimes a practitioner program for implementing macroeconomic agendas.
As Taylor puts it, the three “foundation myths” of MMT are: “the Chartalist view of money,
functional finance with attention to business cycles, and consistent macroeconomic
accounting.”17 MMT’s preponderant view is one of functional finance, in that “governments
should set their fiscal position at whatever level is consistent with price stability and full
employment, regardless of current debt or deficits.”18 There is therefore no financial constraint
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on fiscal policy, and it should be pursued (towards the best goals) up and until price stability / full
employment is attained, without any obsession with the level of debt or deficits being incurred.
To build its arguments, MMT begins with the concept of the monopoly power over currency
issuance. As the state is the sole legal supplier of a sovereign currency, noting therein that
money today is not even paper money but rather a set of digits in safely-guarded spreadsheets,
and that money is largely “credit” created rather than cash delivered; the sovereign has
monopoly power over the instrument and can issue as much of it as it likes. It has the monopoly
over a legitimized but abstract object of ascribed value, which society can and must use to
transact. It can then pay for its debts denominated in that currency by simply issuing more of it.
After all, in the post-gold standard era, what is the value of its money tied to but itself?
Herein lies the legacy of removing the gold standard, to which currencies used to be pegged and
made convertible along a determined ratio. MMT argues that the world has yet to come to terms
with the demise of that system, abolished by US President Richard Nixon in 1971, In essence,
the U.S. and other major sovereign currency issuers no longer need to fear a shortage of gold to
back their money, leaving them free to issue as much as desired.19 MMT’s assessment on the
creation of money through the banking system is important to understand in that regard. In
contrast to conventional interpretations, banks do not issue loans out of deposits; but rather
issue loans based on the demand for borrowing. Those who borrow from banks then stash their
proceeds in the bank. Whomsoever receives a check simply makes another deposit in a bank. As
such, MMT views the causality in reverse: deposits do not create loans; loans create deposits.20
This is one aspect of MMT that even some conservative central bankers—including those at
Germany’s Bundesbank—agree with.
From a historical perspective (see review in introductory section as well), MMT’s proponents
advocate that their vision is the truest, most legitimate heir to Keynes and his paradox of thrift,21
which had (according to them) been hijacked after Keynes’ demise by excessively mechanistic
model-makers in economics such as Nobel Prize winner Paul Samuelson,22 who harbored the
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illusions of transmuting the social science into a physical or natural science.23 In particular, these
illusions were destructive for the discipline because they suppressed the nebulous realities and
the role of fundamental uncertainty.24 Samuelson’s breed of model-fixated traditionalists were
disparaged as the “bastard Keynesianism,” by late British economist Joan Robinson.25
Instead, MMT draws upon Lerner’s concept of functional finance, as mentioned earlier, which
stipulated that governments ought to spend whatever is required to achieve the government’s
goals, without fear of deficits.26 It also draws upon British macroeconomist Wynne Godley’s
concept of sectoral balances, which draws attention to the accounting relationship between the
government and non-government sector.27 According to his work, there is a balance in the sense
that, whenever the government runs a deficit, the remaining nongovernment sector must run a
surplus (and vice versa). By that account, running deficits shouldn’t be seen to impede
government programs that develop society, since the surplus of that expenditure will be felt in
the nongovernmental sector.28
In addition, MMT’s proponents articulate an important counterpoint to the monetarist school,
which seeks to highlight the role of independent central bank monetary operations. The argue
instead that there is a natural rate of interest in a world of fiat money, which is zero. Furthermore,
anything higher than that is a bonus to the investor class. This has important implications for the
praxis of modern central banks which find near-zero interest rates, and in fact negative real
interest rates in some countries. As Taylor observes, this reflects the fact that traditional models
“don’t fit today’s institutions or data.”29 Many recent papers from central banks echo this
realization that the natural rate of interest might be zero or lower due to larger considerations,
such as “demographics and growth, but also the recent financial crisis with weak aggregate
demand, deleveraging, etc., are identified as factors related to this decline.”30
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On the point of interest rates, MMT further challenges a core belief among the high-priests of
conventional economics, that an increase in budget deficits will tend to raise interest rates
ceteris paribus.31 This belief has been a pillar in the dissuasion of running large government
deficits.32 What MMT asserts, by contrast, is that when government spending rises, the private
sector receives the money and puts it in the banking system. Ergo, when deficits rise from
government spending and private sector receives the stimulus, its storage in the banking system
will increase its stock without any additional increase in demand for the money deposited, which
will in fact lead interest rates to fall.
Beyond this, for MMT theorists, the adjustments of interest rates are not effective because of the
logic of businesses, which make investment decisions based on prospects for growth, not the
cost of money.33 Throwing cheaper money at businesses will not induce them to invest as much
as a more positive appraisal of their forward-looking growth prospects would. This has been
amply demonstrated in the inter-crisis period (2009-19), where much of the near-zero interest
rate Fed stimulus was an injection of money into the system, but an intolerably large proportion
of this was used by corporations for stock buybacks.34 Stock buybacks are a logical consequence
of too much capital available to firms in relation to their future growth potential; and if they do
not see avenues for investing to grow, they will instead use the capital to repurchase their
stock.35 In certain industries decimated by the Covid19 pandemic, such as the airlines industry,
this large squandering of capital in buybacks as opposed to investing in R&D or a newer fleet
reflects that assertion. Yet the airlines industry, as of this writing, is going hat-in-hand to
Washington for another industry bailout.
Although MMT is a “monetary” theory, its emphasis is on driving economic development through
fiscal policy.36 As Mitchell et al state, modern governments “tend to run unduly restrictive fiscal
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policy stances so as not to contradict the monetary policy stance.”37 Central bank independence
(CBI), which is a staunch tenet of orthodox economics because of the fear of runaway inflation in
a political budget cycle,38 does not cohere with MMT since the central bank is assumed to print
(i.e. put into its spreadsheet) what treasury asks it to print. Taxation is not intended as a source
of government revenue in MMT, rather it is the source of demand for the money that the
sovereign issues. In other words, since the US government will only accept US dollars as the
medium to pay taxes, businesses and citizens must have US dollars in order to pay those taxes.
This is a money demand-creation aspect of taxation that MMT highlights.
At the same time, taxation can be a tool for redistribution of wealth, which furthers other societal
objectives and leads to more broad-based demand, but it still doesn’t represent a “revenue
source” for governments, who can simply issue currency and have all the “revenue” they
require.39 Taxes should thus withdraw just a sufficient amount from citizens and businesses such
that total spending in the macroeconomy does not become excessive. MMT argues that
governments do not need to pay excessive heed to debt/deficit levels, and therefore to sell
treasury securities or levy taxes, since a central bank under the control of the treasury can
conjure the electronic money required to cover all requirements.
MMT exhibits a strong penchant for the concept of “automatic stabilizers” that would have
counter-cyclical impacts at different stages of the business cycle. Their strongest advocacy is for
the job guarantee system mentioned earlier, which would employ more people in economic
downturns than in upturns.40 In the US context, many MMT proponents suggest that the job
guarantee system be federally-funded and locally-administered. Representative Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez, the Democratic Socialist from New York, and one of the key political figures paying
heed to MMT in Congress, supports the job guarantee and says MMT should be “a larger part of
our conversation.”41 Noting that there are two forms of inflation (demand-pull and cost-push),
advocates of MMT assert that inflation in not the result of excessive economic growth (i.e.
demand-pull). Instead, MMT’s advocates draw attention to a more conflictual reality in modern
capitalist societies: the excessive pricing power of businesses, which are monopolistic and
extract supernormal profits that generate macro-level inflation. The remedy for this, according to
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MMT theorists, is to go after monopolies and to stop banks from issuing too many loans, rather
than cut growth. Under MMT, the fiscal expertise of governments, including Legislative Budget
Offices (LBO),42 should not be channeled towards “costing” what policies will be in terms of the
debt/deficit impact, but rather to ask these institutions what the impact will be on full
employment and price stability going forward.
Although there are indeed other concepts subsumed within MMT, these differ among theorists to
some degree. Covering each of the remaining elements is beyond the scope of this working
paper, but it is helpful to consider the works cited in the introductory section of this paper to
delve further into those intricacies, as required. The following section considers some of the
primary criticisms lodged against MMT by its mainstream detractors.

Criticism of MMT
Criticisms of MMT are vociferously articulated by stalwarts of the academy. For example, Kenneth
Rogoff has described the theory as “Modern Monetary Nonsense,”43 but Galbraith corrects some
misconceptions presented by Rogoff as part of the same debate.44 Palley summarizes his critique
of MMT thus: “MMT over-simplifies the challenges of attaining non-inflationary full employment
by ignoring dilemmas posed by the Phillips curve, maintaining real and financial sector stability,
and an open economy. Its policy recommendations take little account of political economy
difficulties, while its interest rate policy recommendation would likely generate instability.”45 What
is important to recognize here is the limitations of the Philips curve for a long-term deflationary
rich country, where inflation isn’t being generated no matter how much money is put in as
stimulus,46 which is why the Philips curve may be “broken for good”.47
Some observers note that there is a surprising amount of vitriol hurled against MMT even by
economists whose general thesis is in accord with MMT. For example, the mainstream brahmin
of economics, Larry Summers, has long argued that the first world has entered a phase of
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“secular stagnation,”48 which requires high-levels of stimulus spending and the incurring of
deficits to keep these aging economies from a long-term recession.49 This is precisely the
argument of MMT, as discussed in the section above. Some political economy critiques of MMT
involve the responses of governments to crises. First, they question whether the legislature and
executive branches can act quickly enough to respond to an economic downturn. This is
debatable, because the 2008-09 crises demonstrated strong government and central bank
resolve to stimulate the economy somewhat quickly, although expecting a knee-jerk reaction may
be unrealistic. Hence, there is strong MMT advocacy of automatic stabilizers such as a jobs
guarantee program.
Second, they argue that politicians are weary of imposing hardship on the public through
contractionary fiscal policy50 to curb runaway inflation. This is also a contested criticism, and
MMT’s general response is one of automatic stabilizers acting instead of a reliance on politicians
to make unpalatable political decisions. On that front, the tool of automatic stabilizers has itself
been criticized, since if the wage is too low or too high it will have the following adverse
consequences: not enough help to the unemployed in the former, and undermined private
employment in the latter. Whether such a worry really exists when inflation is perennially low in
the first world, and given that real wages have been stagnant in the United States for 30 years,51
the latter fear seems remote in praxis, and MMT theorists suggest that cyclical fluctuations in
government employment are manageable.
Another set of criticisms comes from those who use developing country contexts, such as Latin
American ones, to argue that the praxis of MMT is bound to fail.52 As shall be discussed later,
however, developing countries do not enjoy the sovereign currency-issuing strength since they
have to borrow in foreign (reserve) currencies. They are therefore not “currency sovereign,” and
are thus at the whims of empire. However, even for developed countries, critics point out that
when investors lose confidence in a currency it can do nothing but plummet,53 often citing the
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1976 UK debacle where it had to resort to the IMF’s assistance.54 However, from an MMT
perspective, the UK 1976 IMF crisis was attributable to the peg that the UK maintained to the
dollar, which eased up when the pound was allowed to float.
Beyond this, many other critiques are being actively counter-challenged in recent scholarship. For
example, Connors and Mitchell show that “Modern Monetary Theory (MMT) has struggled to gain
traction in wider economic and political debates due to: (1) An incomplete understanding of key
macroeconomic terms among economic commentators, especially journalists, and the wider
community (lack of education); and (2) The deployment of key macroeconomic terms (incorrectly)
in the context of pervasive cultural metaphors to support policy interventions that effectively
benefit a privileged few at the expense of the majority.”55
At the same time, various economists are pointing out that there are points of important
alignment and convergence between orthodox views and MMT, as for example when Jayadev and
Mason point out that “while MMT’s policy proposals are unorthodox, the analysis underlying them
is entirely orthodox. A central bank able to control domestic interest rates is a sufficient condition
to allow a government to freely pursue countercyclical fiscal policy with no danger of a runaway
increase in the debt ratio.”56 They add that “the difference between MMT and orthodox policy can
be thought of as a different assignment of the two instruments of fiscal position and interest rate
to the two targets of price stability and debt stability.”57 As such, the difference between this
heterodox view and the orthodox view is one of which errors policymakers are most likely to
make, they surmise.
One lesson from 2008-09 crisis was that conventional economic models failed to predict the
crisis,58 and then once it struck, their conventional solutions did not work.59 As Jayadev and
Mason remark, “the experience of the last decade during which higher levels of debt did not lead
to runaway inflation or other obvious costs, and during which conventional monetary policy failed
to quickly and reliably close output gaps, should make policy-oriented macroeconomists open to
54
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revising their views on the merits of the conventional instrument assignment.”60 All of the
pumping of liquidity into the US and other developed market financial systems failed to generate
the inflation that deficit-hawks and anti-MMT orthodox thinkers worried about.61 If the fear of
using constant liquidity pumping is runaway inflation, where is it to be found?62 MMT’s recent
appeal draws upon the lessons of the 2008-09 crisis in negating the largest fear of its detractors:
runaway inflation, which has in fact not occurred in the US, Japan,63 or the Eurozone.64 While the
policies were called “unconventional” at the time,65 the decade since has opened the space for
new “conventions” such those posited by MMT.

Implications of MMT and the Road Ahead
The various implications of MMT are worth considering as they are increasingly materializing in
government policies. First, MMT allows ambitious politicians who wish to develop or reshape their
societies to go beyond the question of “where will the money come from?” This has strong appeal
to charismatic American political figures such as Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and Sen. Bernie
Sanders, who propose programs such as a Green New Deal,66 Healthcare for All, and Universal
Basic Income.67 Second, MMT highlights the arbitrariness of its most fervent detractors, the
“deficit hawks,” in setting targets for fiscal discipline. As Chohan notes, “there is no consensus
among economists on what an ideal fiscal target is, which means that the fiscal discipline goals
set into laws are based on the arbitrary nature of what target should be followed.”68 Third, it
implies that some rising economic powers can also engage in MMT’s monetary stimulus exercise,
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such as China,69 whose currency is in significant overseas demand; which can use those
proceeds to pursue its ambitions of the One Belt One Road megaproject, not to mention for
domestic policies.70
In addition, as a fourth point, MMT helps to explain why some countries can hold astronomical
debts (denominated in their own currency) without causing market panics or speculative attacks
on their currency. For example, why does Japan have a debt-to-GDP ratio of nearly 250% and
nobody bats an eyelid?71 Fifth, MMT challenges the notions of the neutrality of international
financial institutions such as the IMF, World Bank, and FATF.72 This is a realistic appraisal of the
hegemonic presence of these institutions as tools of empire. Sixth, humanity’s largest-looming
threats, such as climate change,73 are better encompassed by MMT’s framework for funding
projects such as Green New Deal,74 rather than shying away behind deficit fears that leave
politics and economics in a state of gridlock.
Aside from these implications, one critique and implication that isn’t covered sufficiently in the
MMT literature, nor in the direct to-and-fro of economists, but which is an important contribution
of this working paper, is that MMT does not apply to the developing world. The nations of the
third world are not currency-sovereign, in that they cannot borrow or issue debt in their own
currency (for international markets), and must therefore resort to the world’s reserve currencies
and thus remain at the mercy of the powers-that-be. The developing world’s fiscal sustainability,
75

is not addressed often enough in MMT, but is left to the inference that, since they do not issue

sovereign debt on their own terms and in their own currency, the question of a public monopoly
over a powerful monetary instrument does not apply to them. That question is more readily
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addressed in theories in international political economy,76 including hegemony;77 and Marxian
approaches.78
This is why it is important to categorically mention that, implicitly, MMT is a theory of empire. It is
a technical explanation of how the privileges of modern empires can run, printing as much money
as they like, out of pure fiat, to fund their ambitions and exert their control. This is not to say that
advocates of MMT are themselves imperialists; rather, they are neutral on the question on where
money is spent, but technically demonstrate that the path chosen by contemporary fiat empires
can be pursued until price stability / full employment. The normative question of where the
money should be spent is also one left omitted by MMT, except for to the extent that spending
must be curbed before excessive inflation is generated. However, the more profound answers to
the normative pursuit of what to spend on are best answered by other categories in the social
sciences, such as public administration’s discourse on public value theory,79 which considers the
means by which greater “value” can be created for the public,80 by responding to the values
articulated by the public.81
As of this writing, the coronavirus (Covid19) pandemic rages, and more and more of MMT’s
recommendations are being manifest in the first world including the US and the UK. Indeed,
what has happened since Covid19 hit? Financial markets collapsed, commodity prices fell,
cryptocurrency prices fell, hundreds of millions of people were quarantined, and there was a
flight-to-safety of the dollar. The decline in financial markets was starker and quicker than that
witnessed in a century.82 In the meantime, nearly $4 trillion in liquidity was promised by Treasury
Secretary Mnuchin,83 and a bailout of at least $2 trillion was forthcoming pursuant to approval
from Congress. In the UK as well, 400 billion pounds of liquidity was promised to curtail the
damage of the coronavirus. The aforementioned aspects of MMT have immense explanatory
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power regarding the policy (public & private sector) responses to the value of the currency as
opposed to “conventional” frameworks, which began to lose steam in the decade prior when the
2008-09 crisis hit.
Coronavirus is likely to generate to a much larger impact on economic philosophy,84 not least
because its economic devastation is likely to be enormous for developed and (particularly)
developing countries.85 This is indeed a point that can be explained by MMT, since the developing
countries cannot issue credible sovereign debt in their own currency and are thus bound by the
monopoly power of currency-empires. For the developed world, the stimulus promises that have
been brought forth are being done without fear of excessive inflation, by trying to adhere to good
public health practices (generally), while keeping the essence of the economy afloat. The
electoral promises that will emerge in the 2020 US election and thereafter will likely be less
encumbered by the deficit-hawk approach to fiscal discipline, and more by the value they create
for the public.
Future research can take many directions in MMT. One debate which needs further development
is the relationship of MMT to newer, decentralized financial instruments such as
cryptocurrencies,86 which represent another form of electronic money but not backed by a
centralized monetary authority. The connections between MMT and cryptocurrencies can be
drawn from numerous angles, including from a philosophical perspective,87 fiscal morality
perspective,88 regulatory perspective,89 state-power perspective,90 and free-market perspective,91
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among others. In addition, the question of the optimal degree of taxation and income distribution
should be better situated in MMT, as should the question of businesses’ monopoly pricing power.
The role of stock buybacks and other non-productive uses of cash can be more enthusiastically
incorporated within MMT, as can the role of floating currencies. These questions have been given
some treatment already,92 but an emerging reality post-Covid19 can shed new light on such
questions. Most importantly from the gap identified in this paper, there is a need to discuss the
limitations of the great many countries that cannot conceive of MMT’s precepts in the servitude
of their incompatible and undependable currencies. Beyond this, Jayadev and Mason posit the
next big hurdle for MMT: “in order to persuade people in the policy mainstream, MMT must
address the real source of their objections, which is, we believe, found not in finance but in
political economy. What reason do we have to believe that an elected government that was free
to set the budget balance at whatever level was consistent with price stability and full
employment, would actually do so?”93
MMT is not a debate set in finality: it is continually evolving as its scholarship grows and policymakers express interest in its applications. “Mainstream” economics, it should be added, is
equally an evolving discipline (as it should be). What is of immediate concern for a general
audience is to recognize the alternative explanations that MMT provides, and recognize that their
concerns about government and money might be better encapsulated by this theory. Above all,
this will set the currency-sovereign societies with the psychological breathing space to begin the
ambitious projects of the 21st century that can revitalize their economies, put them on a path to
sustainability, and put the fiction of money into the fact of prosperity.
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